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Abstract

We show that the non-standard neutrino interactions can play a role as subleading effect on the solarneutrino oscillations. We
observe that very small flavor universality violations of order of 0.1–0.2GF is sufficient to induce two phenomena: suppress
of theνe-Earth regeneration and a shift of the resonance layer in the Sun. We obtain these phenomena even in the abse
flavor changing interactions. We discuss their consequences and confront with a global analysis of solar+ KamLAND results.
We conclude that a new compatibility region in the�m2 × tan2 θ�, which we call very low large mixing angle region is foun
for �m2 ∼ 10−5 eV2 and tan2 θ� = 0.45.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

In the last years, the discovery of neutrino osc
lation in solar and reactor experiments selected a
more probable explanation to the solar neutrino pr
lem the so-called Large Mixing Angle (LMA) MSW
solution. The SNO[1,2] and the KamLAND[4] exper-
iments confirm and refine the trend of the eviden
of neutrino oscillations due the solar neutrino obs
vations, as measured by Homestake[5], SAGE [6],
GALLEX [7], GNO [8] and Super-Kamiokande[9,
10]. As a result, the solar oscillation parameters h
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pinned down to 6× 10−5 < �m2 < 1× 10−4 eV2 and
0.3< tan2 θ� < 0.55 at 2σ [11]. Several analyzes hav
arrived to same conclusions[12–17].

In a more general context, subleading effects
change this picture, which motivate us to investig
the robustness of the determination of the solar
rameters. In this Letter, we assume that non-stan
neutrino interactions, which we parameterized by t
parametersε′ andε, are present, relaxing the allowe
region of the parameters. In the presence of n
standard neutrino interactions, we have found that
allowed interval for�m2 increases, rescuing the ve
low LMA region, �m2 ∼ 1× 10−5 eV2, and the high
part of LMA region,�m2 ∼ 2 × 10−4 eV2, respec-
tively, due the suppression of Earth matter and du
a�m2 shift induced by a non-zeroε′.
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2. Neutrino evolution: MSW mechanism and
non-standard neutrino interactions

We will work in a two generation neutrino schem
with the contribution from the non-standard neutri
interactions (NSNI)[18–20]added to the usual MSW
Hamiltonian[21]. The Hamiltonian in the flavor bas
equals

H = HMSW + HNSNI,

where

HMSW

=
[+√

2GF Ne(r) − �m2

4E
cos 2θ �m2

4E
sin2θ

�m2

4E
sin 2θ �m2

4E
cos2θ

]

and

HNSNI =
[

0
√

2GFεf Nf (r)√
2GF εf Nf (r)

√
2GFε′

f Nf (r)

]
,

whereNf = Ne + 2Nn when the NSNI occur with
d-quarks,Nf = 2Ne +Nn whenu-quarks are involved
and simplyNf = Ne when we have electrons. The p
rametersε and ε′ describe, respectively, the relativ
strength of the flavor changing neutrino interactio
and the new flavor diagonal, but non-universal int
actions, normalized toGF .

The NSNI parameters are constrained by n
universal and flavor-changing processes to beε′ < 0.7
and ε < 10−2 [20]. Since we concentrate on th
regions around LMA neutrino parameters, effe
of ε parameters will be negligibly small and w
can, effectively, set this parameter to zero. We so
numerically the evolution equation, using the dens
profile of the Sun[22] or the Earth[23].

We now discuss the behaviour ofνe-survival prob-
ability that will help to understand our results. In t
usual MSW mechanism, for the solar parameters in
LMA region, we have a resonant behaviour inside
sun given by

(1)

(
�m2

4E
cos2θ

)(
2

V0

)
≡ �m2 cos2θ

2
√

2EGF Ne

∼ 1.

In the Sun,Nn ∼ [0.1–0.3]Ne, and a positive value
of ε′ can be interpreted as a small negative correc
in the solar density. For a given�m2 and θ , the
resonance is displaced to the center of the Sun, and
consequence, less neutrinos experience the reson
a
e.

Fig. 1. Survival probability of electron neutrinos. In this figu
we can see the displacement in�m2/4E of the suppression pi
associated with the transition between resonant and non-res
regions. Also is possible to see the suppression of regeneration
for ε′ ∼ 0.3.

As a result, the transition between resonant and n
resonant survival probability is displaced to high
values of�m2/4E, according to:

�m2

4E
→ �m2

4E
− 1

cos2θ

1√
2
GFε′

f Nf (r).

As stated above, effects of a non-vanishingε are
much weaker, since for LMA we have�m2/(4E) ∼
10−12 eV, the same order of

√
2GFNf (r) at the

resonance region in the Sun. Therefore we should h
ε ∼ 1, much above the experimental limit, to ha
some effect on the survival probability. We neglecε

in what follows.
In the EarthNe = Np ∼ Nn ∼ 1/3Nd . Therefore,

for values ofε′ ∼ 1/3 the matter term in the evolutio
matrix due to NSNI has the same order of magnitu
of the ordinary matter term. As a consequence,
regeneration ofνe is suppressed.

Both these effects are presented inFig. 1. Around
�m2/4E ∼ [10−12–10−11] eV we can see the dis
placement in�m2/4E of the survival probability in
the Sun, and around�m2/4E ∼ [10−14–10−12] eV2

the suppression in the regeneration effect is effecti

3. Solar neutrino and KamLAND data analysis

We use for the solar neutrino analysis the same
set and the same procedure of analysis appearin
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Ref. [11]. Here the main ingredients of the analy
are summarized.

The data sample consists of

• 3 total rates: (i) the Ar—production rate,QAr ,
from Homestake[5], (ii) the Ge—production rate
QGe from SAGE[6] and (iii) the combined Ge—
production rate from GALLEX and GNO[8];

• 44 data points from the zenith-spectra measu
by Super-Kamiokande during 1496 days of op
ation[9];

• 34 day–night spectral points from SNO plus C
NC and ES rates from SNO salt-phase[2];

• 3 fluxes from the SNO salt phase[3] measured by
the CC-, NC- and ES-reactions.

Altogether the solar neutrino experiments prov
us with 84 data points. All the solar neutrino fluxes a
taken according to SSM BP2000[24].

Thus, in our analysis of the solar neutrino data
have three fit parameters:�m2, tan2 θ� andε′.

We define the contribution of the solar neutrino d
to χ2 as

(2)χ2
sun=

∑
i,j=1,84

(
Ri

th − Ri
ex

)
σ−2

i,j

(
R

j

th − R
j
ex

)
,

where we construct the 84× 84 covariance matrix
σ 2

i,j taking in consideration all correlations betwe
uncertainties.

Following the procedure done in Ref.[25], the
KamLAND data are analyzed through a Poisson
tistics, using the followingχ2:

χ2
KL =

∑
i=1,13

2

[
N th

i − Nobs
i + Nobs

i ln

(
Nobs

i

N th
i

)]
,

where the ln term is absent when bins with no eve
are considered (5 last bins).

The combined analysis of solar+ KamLAND data
is done just adding the two contributions inχ2:

χ2 = χ2
KL + χ2

sun.

We minimize the globalχ2 with respect to the thre
parameters�m2, tan2 θ� andε′. For the KamLAND
χ2

KL , the effect ofε′ is negligible due to the sho
distance traveled inside Earth, then effectivelyχ2

KL
depends only on�m2 and tan2 θ�. We show our
results in the plane�m2 and tan2 θ�, in Fig. 2,
Fig. 2. Allowed regions of oscillation parameters for 1σ , 90%
C.L., 95% C.L., 99% C.L. and 3σ, using the constraints o
solar+ KamLAND data, with NSNI withd-quarks and where we
minimized theχ2 with respect to the NSNI parameterε′. The best
fit point is marked by a star and happens forε′ = 0.

Fig. 3. Future sensitivity of combined analysis of solar+
KamLAND, assuming 1 kton yr of exposure. The continuous l
corresponds to the actual limit that is obtained with present K
LAND data. The dashed, dotted andlong dashed curves refer, re
spectively, to the simulated parameters�m2 and tan2 θ lying at low
LMA, very low LMA, and high LMA regions.

where we minimized away the dependence on thε′
parameter. The best fit is forε′ = 0, and the usua
MSW mechanism is still the best solution and any n
zero value forε′ parameter only worsens the fit.

To have an idea of the bounds put by the pres
data and the possible accumulation of more statis
on KamLAND, we plot in the upper panel ofFig. 3
the bounds onε′ parameter. The present bound
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shown by a thick solid curve, where we haveε′
d < 0.3

at 2σ . Assuming a future exposure of 1 kton yr f
KamLAND experiment and the present solar neutr
data, we simulate the KamLAND data as genera
by a specific�m2 and tan2 θ� combination located in
each one of three islands: very low, normal, and h
LMA region. If we assume a point in the normal LM
region, we will get after 1 kton yr for KamLAND
−0.4 < ε′

d < 0.25 at 2σ as showed in the dashe
curve. Similar plots for the high (very low) LMA
region as long-dashed (dotted) curves show that
bounds will beε′

d < −0.16 (0.16< ε′
d < 0.35).

3.1. NSNI with u-quarks and electrons

All our results showed were computed for a NS
with d-quarks. In this section we summarized the m
differences when you have NSNI withu-quarks and
electrons.

To get NSNI with u-quarks, we need to replac
Nd → Nu in the evolution equation for neutrinos.
the production region where most of8B neutrinos are
created, the ratio between theNd and Nu densities
is almost constant, as can be seen in Fig. 3
Ref. [20]. Then the conversion probability showe
in Fig. 1 for d-quarks, is similar to the conversio
induced byu-quarks, with the appropriate rescalin
of ε′

u parameter:ε′
u = ε′

d ∗ Nd/Nu. In the Earth the
differences are minimal. If you compare the allow
region ford-quarks (seeFig. 2) andu-quarks then we
have practically the same figure foru-quarks.

For NSNI induced by electrons, we can thi
as a rescaling of the usual matter potential of
MSW mechanism:

√
2GF Ne(r) → √

2GF Ne(r) −√
2GF ε′

eNe(r) = √
2(1−ε′

e)GF Ne(r). The parame
ter ε′

e have looser bounds thenε′
d [27] and values for

ε′
e ∼ 1 are still allowed. One could worry that suc

large values ofε′
e could cause a strong effect on t

detection cross sectionσ(νe → νe) used to detect so
lar neutrinos on Super-Kamiokande experiment. T
is not true because the matter potential induced bε′

e

is proportional only to the vector contribution of th
non-standard neutrino couplings, and the cross sec
depends on a combination of the left/right couplin
of the non-standard neutrino interaction of the elect
neutrino.

When we looked for the allowed regions, we ha
similar figures as inFig. 2 and we obtain again th
appearance of a very low LMA region. We have a
shown inFig. 3 (second and third panels) the limits
ε′ for NSNI induced byu-quarks and electrons. Fo
comparison, similar plot was obtained in Ref.[28].

4. Discussion of results

In the allowed region showed, we notice tw
distinguished facts: the appearance of new very
LMA region at �m2 ∼ 10−5 eV2 and the old very
high LMA, �m2 ∼ 1× 10−4 eV2, appears at 1σ .

The analysis of the data, in the absence ofε′
parameter, disfavor the high LMA solution that
only allowed at 3σ[11]. Assuming a negativeε′, the
situation changes due the shift of the resonance l
in the Sun, as commented before. Forε′ = −0.6 (the
lower limit we used in our analysis) this region is no
accepted at 1σ C.L.

The most interesting phenomenology happen
the island of allowed region in KamLAND analys
around�m2 ∼ 10−5 eV2. This region is not allowed
in a pure-LMA scenario due to the very high day–nig
asymmetry that is expected for these parameters.
when we include aε′ > 0, the NSNI term in Hamil-
tonian compensates the effect of Earth matter inte
tion. Forε′ ∼ 1/3 we expect a very low regeneratio
and for larger values ofε′ we can have even a pos
tive day–night asymmetry. This region is also allow
when we assume other non-standard mechanism
random matter density fluctuations in the Sun, as
sented in[26].

5. Conclusions

We showed that NSNI will affect the fit in th
LMA region of the MSW solution to the solar neutrin
anomaly. When one takes into account the KamLA
results, positive values of theε′ push the allowed
region of the neutrino parameters�m2 and tan2 θ� at
95% C.L. from pure MSW low-LMA and high-LMA
to a completely new region in which�m2 is lower
than the previous two ones, which we call very-lo
LMA. If one choosesε′ < 0, the preferred allowed
region tends to higher values of�m2.

Almost all our conclusions below are independ
of specific sources of the non-standard neutrino in
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actions, that could be present in interactions withd-
quarks,u-quarks or electrons.

We have found that the main effects of the prese
of the NSNI interactions are:

• Displacement of the low-LMA region to lowe
(higher) values of�m2, for a positive (negative
value ofε′.

• Suppression of Earth regeneration at�m2 ∼
10−5 eV2 for positive values ofε′.

• Due to suppression of Earth regeneration,
pearance of a new region of compatibility b
tween solar and KamLAND data around�m2 ∼
10−5 eV2, with no spectrum distortion for th
low-energy SK and SNO data.

• Improvement of high-LMA fit quality for positive
values ofε′.

• A 1 kton yr of KamLAND can make a stron
statement about the existence of non-stand
neutrino interactions. The striking signal of th
NSNI would be the location of the prefere
oscillation parameters in the very low or in th
high LMA region.

Note added

When we were finishing our Letter, an article
Friedland, Lunardini and Peña-Garay[29] appeared
which discusses topics similar to the ones discus
in our Letter, where we discuss not only the no
standard neutrino interaction induced byd-quarks
case as well theu-quarks and electrons. Also w
made a quantitative statement about the role of m
statistics on KamLAND experiment, combined wi
the present solar neutrino data, to put more restric
bounds on non-standard neutrino interactions.
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